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State Victories for EMHS Athletes
By: Luke Rogers and Naomi Diener

In recent weeks, the Eastern Mennonite
golf team and multiple track runners
obtained won state championship
titles. The varsity golf team played a
close match against Veritas School.
the stakes were high, but The team
came together in the end and narrowly
beat their opponents at the state
Match. The 4x800 relay team won the
VISAA D2 race with a time of 8:36. When
asked how athletes felt about the
Victories, Athletes responded…
“It was pretty cool” -Grady
McGlaughlin, EMHS Golf, 23’

It was such a roller coaster of emotions,"
'We thought we lost for a little while, "
said D3 Varsity Golf Individual State
Champion, Ryan Slonaker, 24', "Our 5th and
6th guys were the deciding factor and
those guys came through like they have
all year”
I was relieved and very happy” -Andrew
Lantz, Emhs golf, 23’
Eastern Mennonite School will be
cheering for the golf team as they
pursue the state title next year. When
asked how they plan to run it back, Class
of 2023 golfer, Andrew Lantz, Responded...

“Grady and Wes will be able to contribute next year,” “We had a big JV team so hopefully some of the
younger guys will be able to contribute,” “We will have Ryan, Drew, myself, Grady, and Wes, which will
be a strong team”
When members of the track team were asked about how they felt regarding their win, athletes
responded..
“Exhausting but thrilling” -Jakob Gerlach, 23’
“It felt like the perfect end to my athletic career at EMHS,” “Especially to do it with some of my best
friends” -Eli Stoll
The Eastern Mennonite Community looks forward to witnessing many additional state title wins in
future years. Go Flames!
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Humble cilantro in a big pasta salad
By: Claire Parsley

When I think of how my individuality relates to
community, I imagine I’m one ingredient in a dish,
like cilantro in a pasta salad. There's plenty of
other ingredients: 1 pound tri-colored spiral
pasta, 6 tablespoons of salad seasoning mix, 16
ounce bottle of Italian-style salad dressing, 2
cups of cherry tomatoes, diced, 1 green bell
pepper (chopped), and a few leaves of diced
cilantro. I’ve spent a lot of time wondering if
being a bit of cilantro inside of a big pasta salad
dish means I’m not fulfilling my full potential.
Or maybe it's that others are depriving me of my
individuality and covering my sweet cilantro
taste with the overwhelming 16 ounce bottle
of Italian-style salad dressing, but I don’t want
that to be where my head is anymore. Because
whomever was preparing this pasta dish put me
in it. They wanted me there. This community of
carbs and various veggies accepts me as a part
of it, for better or worse, in sickness and
health. Even if people come along and see the
dish and go “bleh, this thing has got cilantro in
it,” we are a whole and you eat all of us or none
of us. Not to mention that no one can do better
than me.

SENIOR BEQUEATHS

A tomato may try with all his might, but Mr.
Tomato will never be a leafy green that 4-14% of
the population think tastes like soap. That's
something only I bring to the table, or pasta
dish if you will. On a more serious note, even
simple and maybe slightly childish comparisons
such as these remind me community isn’t
functional without individuality. When you find
a good one, it doesn’t require you to fit a certain
bill, it only asks you to show up and do your
part. I like to flatter myself and think I’m smart
to think in large abstracts about the
complexities of life, but here and there, I just
need to ground myself by imagining I’m cilantro
in a pasta salad.

BY: CLAIRE PARSLEY

As our seniors wrap up their EMS careers, they would like to bequeath some things to
underclassmen (and others) before they graduate and move forward from our
community.
Ezra Miller bequeaths his collection of Hawaiian shirts to Mr. Carini.
Eli Drooger bequeaths all his bikes to Jonathan.
Jonathan Showalter will bequeath his things to Eli Drooger’s dog (even though he’s never met
him).
Ricky Castaneda bequeaths all his belongings to Joseph Kim.
Anneke McDonald bequeaths all her potatoes to Miriam and all her kinder eggs to Elisabeth. She
would also bequeath Miriam her shoes even though they won’t fit.
Adam Hatter and Phil Diener bequeath everything to Reese Leech, even though he stole Phil’s
breadstick.
Victoria Stievater bequeaths her things to Ethan Pettit because she doesn’t trust anyone
younger than her.

EMHS Baseball's Path to Victory
By: Fortie Chipeta

For athletes, there’s nothing more rewarding
than months of hard work being paid off
through winning a game. On May 2, the EMHS
varsity baseball team won their first game in two
years! In an intense game with an unforeseeable
victor, the Flames pulled through and beat
Shenandoah Valley Academy, 7-6. Their
determination and dedication to get this

victory finally paid off. In celebration of this
momentous event, the team grabbed a bite to
eat at Fajita Factory. This end of a major losing
streak could create motivation for the team in
the future. Mason Ritchie, a member of the team
who is a rising senior, states that the baseball
team is confident that they will go to States
one day.

The Legend of Zelda:
Skyward Sword Review
From complex dungeons to memorable bosses
and an engaging story, Skyward Sword is by all
accounts a great Zelda game although it has
been and is still one of the most divisive games
Nintendo has ever made.
Starting with the bad, Skyward Sword is
incredibly linear. As the game progresses, you
can follow the story and go to the overworld.
Since you cannot get to the overworld until
the story line reaches it, there is limited free
exploration. Most of the free exploration
occurs in the small sky area. The sense of
discovery in the game is limited and flawed in
Skyward Sword.
Another thing that the linearity of Skyward
Sword hurts is the side quests. To unlock side
quests, you have to progress through the story.
Until you beat the first 3 dungeons, there are
few quests available for completion. This means
that for the opening 2 sections of the game, you
can’t do anything except for progress through
the story. This is a big problem which only
allows players to do one thing at any point in
the game until leaving Lanayru Mining Facility.
This is one of the biggest complaints people
have with Skyward Sword.
On a more positive note, I love the art style
that is used in the game. It is a timeless art
style that gives off a watercolor painting
appearance. It has aged fabulously. Another
positive factor is the level of interaction. In
this game, you can sit on chairs, open wardrobes,
and more. This is not something accessible in
many other Zelda games. The artistic details
and level of interaction make exploring
significantly more enjoyable.

By: Noah Loker

The methods of getting around the overworld
and dungeons get pretty extreme sometimes.
Examples of this include using a deteriorating
roller coaster to get around the
construction facility in the Lanayru region, or
using the clawshot to grapple throughout
the overworld. This provides practically
endless fun traversing the different regions
throughout the game.
For many, shopping is a point of emphasis when
it comes to forming opinions on particular
games. Some Zelda games, like Link’s awakening,
have rather poor shopping scenes that
negatively impact the overall view of the
game. However, this is not the face for
Skyward Sword as it has a phenomenal shopping
scene that greatly benefits gameplay. The
goods available for purchase and the
merchants who sell and upgrade items create
an extravagant gaming experience for
consumers.
Another positive aspect of the game is the
dungeons. The dungeons of Skyward Sword are
some of the best in the entire Zelda series.
They contain excellent puzzles for all, as epic
boss battles.
Another big complaint that people have with
Skyward Sword’s story is that it is very
repetitive. Throughout the game, you visit the
same three locations many times completing
very similar tasks. This gets old fast, hurts the
longevity of the game, and turns it into a slog.
This game presents itself as an often
infuriating, wild goose chase where for about
half of the game you’re continuously
searching for Zelda and failing to reach her.
Although at times the game is a pain, there is a
lesson to be learned. Although Link is often
met with failure; he tries his best and
eventually learns to succeed. Link’s success at
the end of the story made for a story
abundant with character building and
relatability.
Although it has its flaws, Skyward Sword is an
amazing game. It features solid gameplay, a
good storyline, an excellent overworld, and
fantastic dungeons. I would recommend this to
anyone who enjoys action-adventure games
and wants to get into traditional Zelda games.

